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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Stratus Lift, an exhibition by New York 
artist Carrie Johnson. Johnson will be showing a new body of large paint-
ings that use abstraction to draw attention to the contemporary landscape, 
and our ability to consider the elements of modern society in an abstract 
way. This is the artist’s first solo exhibition in New York City.     

Before painting, Johnson translates photographs of landscape, disaster sites, and cityscapes into formal compositions of line 
and color. Man-made and organic structures and scenes provide a guide for textural mark-making and composition. Johnson 
arranges these images into collages where the natural world and human footprint are in conversation. Repeating and mod-
ifying these shapes, she constructs a scale-less space that pines for harmony, as documentary details dissolve into simpler 
shapes. Each globular mass is an irreplaceable node in the canvas’ ecosystem. Composition is Johnson’s subject, and her 
built environments serve as a meditation on the ways in which abstracted forms exist together. 

Johnson’s work strives for the necessity of every element, which starts with her definition of form via line. A gray hue in the 
background is consistent throughout the exhibition, scraped with a palate knife, or sanded and rubbed, defining the atmo-
sphere of this series. In Traverse 2, for example, a cloudy cobalt background serves as the control of the composition. Dense 
forms composed of wax medium and paint in the middle-ground act like pedestals for the polygons in the foreground. Theatri-
cal gems (or germs) wriggle on the surface, embracing the fluidity of the overall composition. Like words being painted by an 
airplane in the sky, the surface of each painting is in constant flux between legibility and dissolution. 

In Stratus Lift, Johnson uses abstraction to capture the riptide current of the metropolis. She resists the restful refrain of a 
horizon line even though cartography and landscape are a constant reference. How do these shapes and forms effect us? Each 
painting strives for equilibrium, even as it oscillates — a paradox seminal to long-term life in the big city.

A.I.R. Gallery is wheelchair accessible via ramp. There are accessible toilets in the venue. There is comfortable seating with
backs. Free tap water is available.  The venue is nearest to the F train at York St (0.2 miles) and the A train at High St (0.5 miles). 
The nearest wheelchair accessible trains is the B, Q, R at Dekalb Av (1.1 miles) and the 2, 3 at Borough Hall (0.8 miles).
The roads immediately surrounding the gallery are cobblestone. The nearest accessible parking garage (for an hourly fee) is 
two blocks away at 100 Jay St. No ID necessary for entry. Please contact info@airgallery.org for more information.
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Carrie Johnson, Traverse 2, 2019, oil on canvas, 68” x 64” x 1.5”



A.I.R.
Carrie Johnson was born in Kansas City, Missouri, and grew up in the Chicago suburbs. She received a B.A. in Fine Arts from 
Indiana University in 1979. She was an intern in the Publications department at the Walker Art Center before embarking 
upon graduate studies in Yale University’s MFA program. In 1982 she graduated with a Design degree from Yale, received a 
Ford Foundation Grant, and moved to New York City. She worked as an instructor at Rutgers University, teaching design and 
publications in Newark, New Jersey. She has worked on projects at Condé Nast, Degrippes Gobe, and Arnell Group, where she 
designed magazines, store interiors, and graphics alongside advertising and branding campaigns. Since 1982, she has also 
continued to produce paintings and collages. In 2001, Johnson participated in Selections Fall 2001: 12 Views at The Drawing 
Center, New York. She became a member of A.I.R. Gallery in 2016, and was featured in the summer group exhibition at Anita 
Rogers Gallery in 2017. A limited-edition collage collection, Make the World Run More Smoothly, was published with A.I.R. Gal-
lery in December 2018 on the occasion of NADA in Miami Beach, Florida. Her work is included in numerous private collections 
and she is based in New York City. 

For more on the artist, visit www.carrie-johnson.com
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